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GADNOR / _ _ _ _ _ _

PIM /  _ _ _

TAC /  _ _ _

If you sit on this
creature they
might set your
pants on fire!

OUMSE / _ _ _ _ _

Follow our Mumbler Mythical
Creature Quest to find 8
mythical creatures hiding

around the city of York. Can
you unscramble the clues to
uncover the magical Mumbler

password?

Gather the shaded letters in each
clue and unscramble to uncover the

magical Mumbler password:

_ _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _

If you have a
spare piece of

cheese this tiny
creature would
be very pleased!

RIFAY / _ _ _ _ _

The first
creature in your
quest is nesting

up high!

This bright
red cheeky
creature

won't be hard
to spot. 

This little
creature is hiding

up high, you
might just see
them peeping
down at you

This enchanted
cooking pot is
flying up high!

You might not be
able to see this
small creature
but you will see
where they live!

Up high this
ghostly creature

can be seen
floating through

the wall.

#MumblerMCQ



You will need:
Colouring pens or

pencils, scissors & glue
or tape.

 
 
 
 

Print off your quill and
colour in.

 
Carefully cut out

around the sides of the
feathers leaving them
joined in the middle.

 
 Glue or tape the

feather around the end
of your pen or pencil.

 
Visit our blog to see
some of our designs!

Free to
download
and play

Mythical
Creature

Quest Colour 
 in & cut

out!

Follow our 
Mumbler Mythical

Creature Quest to find
8 mythical creatures
hiding around the 

city of York

Looking for family
friendly things to do
in and around York?

visit:
york.mumbler.co.uk

Make Your
Own Wizard

Quill

#MumblerMCQ


